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Well, summer is drawing to a close.  What a different year this has been and continues to be.

I think the word resilient reflects the nature of our community so am hopeful for the ‘new 
normal’ of life in the Cariboo.

After the 2 week evacuation I am now spending the better part of August in Fredericton with 
family.  My lungs are grateful.  I haven't spent much time with clay this summer, but like the rest 
of you, when I'm not playing with clay, I spend a lot of time thinking about what I will do when 
back at it.  I see stimulating textures, colours, and forms everywhere.  

I had planned to do a mini-workshop on Naked Raku & Foil Saggar at the end of July.  I didn't 
get to making the pots, and if I had set up the firing, I may have had a water bomber dump 
water on the reduction smoke.  I am unsure when I will be able to reschedule this.

Report by Buff Carnes 
This August I took part in a week long teapot workshop in Duncan at the Hubclay 
collective. Everything about this workshop was perfect- I got away from the oppressive 
smoke, got my hands and mind into clay, enjoyed the other participants, classes were in 
the afternoon ( I am not a morning person), got to know Cathi Jefferson and learned a 
lot about fixing my clumsy oops!
Cathi is a very skilled and talented potter who is only too willing to share her ideas and 
knowledge. She is a minimalist when it comes to tools and can fix anything with added 
clay and a rasp. A very kind and gentle soul.
The hubclaycollective is like our guild. Started three years ago in the " hub", an old 
school turned into a community centre at Cowichan Station fondly called the " hub of the 
universe". Funky setting and close to a winery !!  Buff
First photo - pulling an hourglass handle
Second- explaining balance between the spout and handle using thumb as focal point
Third- bending a spout
Fourth & Fifth- my & group results



Letter from Marg Evans, CAC
Just wanted to let you know we put more chimes up- Boitanio Park (large tree within 
Farmers market area), the City still has to put the Herb Gardner Park up, but have put 
some up in Kiwanis Picnic log structure and we added 3 more to the Station House- 
here I think they are getting a lot of interest (for purchase), so I thought I would give 
your email to Diane (SH manager) regarding this... she might know if it is a viable 
Christmas market idea too!
On Canada day we had a dozen or so chimes set up in the Four Corners area, that 
were enjoyed by the crowds."

Meeting 
Our first meeting of the year is on September 11th at 7:00pm at the Guild.  Why not bring along 
a friend who is interested in joining?

Demo: Christy .  We will be doing mocha diffusion.  Bring a leather-hard slab or pot. 
Goodies: Christy 
Cleaners: Lesley & Lorna


We didn't get to doing the cleaning and demo schedules for the coming year at 
the June meeting so will do them in September.  Be thinking of where you would 
like to contribute.


Time for a roundtable?  It is at least a couple of years since we've done this and 
it brought out some wonderful positive ideas for tweaking what we do to 
improve the guild.  Buff & I were introduced to 2 other guilds over the summer.  
Interesting to see how things work in a larger community (Stony Plain).



